CONTINUE TO BUILD CONFIDENCE AS YOU IMPROVE

AUDITIONING SKILLS

TV/FILM/COMMERCIALS/VOICE OVER & PRINT WORK

@ The Casting Gym

WE TRAIN IN CLASSES & IN FLEX-BLOCKS
What’s a FLEX-BLOCK vs a CLASS?
A FLEX-BLOCK is an amount of dedicated time to working with casting
gym members in a variety of training that includes casting support while
refining auditioning skills in your market/age range & skill level.
Depending on the member & what is requested will determine the focus
of the training. The BLOCK is open to a max of 5 members.
1 member signs up/requests a BLOCK = 1 private hour of training.
2 members = 2 hours of training
3-5 members = 3 hours of training
BLOCK packages can be used towards all classes, one on one training,
self taping sessions, Skype coaching.
Any age can sign up for any part of the BLOCK & pay a class rate.
Ages 8 & up, especially teens, should work in BLOCKS to have more time
in the studio to socialize & get comfortable while exploring different
markets 9Voice Over, Vocals, Dance, Improv, Hair & Make up for
auditions, How to work with a Teleprompter, Social Media & tech
support… (the classes are endless)
Any age can sign up for a BLOCK & we will separate members in age
groups & specific training. If parents need help, specifically, they can use
a child’s session time but if BOTH are training at the same time, BOTH
need to be CG members (see family memberships or combo training)
If desiring a 1 on 1 session during the BLOCK it is at full rate $150 p hr.
(Use 2 blocks)

RE-CREATING THE CASTING the right way for your next audition keeps
you consistently “AUDITION READY”. Depending on your upcoming
audition or desires to audition for something specific, we will design
your class & or coaching session, match you with the right coach/
instructor.
Get advice, feedback, critiquing, tips & how to CUT THE FAT on your next
audition - no matter what it’s for!
How many opportunities will you get when you are not booking the
castings?!
REGISTER/PAY FOR our next class, a private or a BLOCK SESSION
(combo training is Saturdays) today! Pay CASTING using PayPal.Me
Pay CASTING using PayPal.Me
Go to paypal.me/TheCastingGym and type in the amount. Since it’s
PayPal, it's easy and secure. Don’t have a ...

